TOM LOBACK (1949-2015): CONTRIBUTIONS TO "BEYOND BREE"

Illustrations
"Aranrúth" - Dec'88, May'89, Mar'90, Jan'91, Apr'15, June'15
"The Awakening of the first Men, Ermon and Elmir, in Murmenalola, 'The Vale of Seep', by the Elf Núin, called 'The Father of Speech', before the First Dawn" - Apr'90; small version - Jan'90
"Beyond Bree" logo - proposed Oct'88, approved by BB readers, first used Dec'88
"Dagor Dauroth, or the Battle of the Forest War" - May'88; 1989 BB Calendar
"The Death of Cranthir" - May'90
"Early Family Trees of the Two Kindred Children of Ilúvatar" - July'88
"Elwing and Eärendil" - Mar'89; 1992 BB Calendar
"Eöl and Isfin" - July'89
"Equipment for the Rochon" - Sept'89
"Excerpt from a scroll version of 'Laer Cú Beleg'" - Nov'88
"Excerpt from the Thingol Scroll (Eöl and Thingol)" - Nov'06; 1992 BB Calendar, reproduction of "May" from Calendar - Jan'92
"An excerpt from the 'Túrin Tapestry' of Cardoland shows examples of the warriors of Nargothrod" - Dec'89, Apr'15
"The Fall of Turgon's Tower" - Apr'15
"The fight between Thingol and Boldog" (complete) - June'98, Apr'15; without text, - 1989 BB Calendar
"Fingolfin's Ride" - Oct'95; 1991 BB Calendar
"The fortifications of Aglon Pass built by Celegorm and Curufin - called Aglonost" - Jan'89
"Gandalf" - Jan'91; 1994 BB Calendar
"Nienor Niniel" - June'89; 1992 BB Calendar
"The Storming of Tol Sirion" - Dec'89

Essays
"Angmar the Hypothetical" - Mar'90
"The Army of Nargothrond" - Dec'89
"Halls of the Elven King - Author's Reply" (rebuttal to Nancy Martsch's review) - Jan'89
"'Not by the hand of man'" - Sept'90
"On Orcs" - Sept'88
"The Rings" (for whom were the Three Elven Rings originally intended?) - Feb'89
"Rochon Fëanorim" (Elven cavalry) - Sept'89
Letters of Comment - May'89, June'89, July'89, Nov'89, Jan'90, Feb'90, Apr'90, Oct'90